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INFLUENCE OF VACUUM CONDITIONS ON THE SPT OPERATION

A.I.BUGROVA*, A.I.MOROZOV**

I I. INTRODUCTION

ISPT in common with vacuum chamber is qualitatively new physical object in respect to

SPT in the space ) . If in the space we have behind SPT outlet only beam of fast ions and electrons

cloud from neutralizer, which neutralizes their space charge, then, when we have vacuum

chamber, the row of new components appears in the system. There are at first specific "Boundary'

conditions": wall of chamber and holes (or cryopanels) of pumps. Thus there are naturally added

to the plasma from SPT: neutral gas (Xe), secondary plasma (Xe + + e), particles (M°, M , M+),

sputtered from a target, gas impurities (oil pumps, slits in a chamber, etc.). The electric field in this

"seetheing medium" becomes sufficiently more complex, than in the space. We shall name all this,
very complex and far from equilibrium, system as "chamber-dynamical system" (CDS); it requires

kinetic description. So, Knudsen parameters play fundamental role in analysis of processes in CDS:

X(N)

SKn - (1)
L

Here X is mean free path of particles a in respect to particles 3 for "N"-process (elastic

collision, charge exchange, ionization etc.), L - characteristic spatial scale (for example, diameter

of a chamber).
This is highly spreaded opinion, that the simulation of cosmic conditions in a chamber is the

better, the lower is pressure, that is, the greater is Knel(io)for elastic collisions of fast Xe ions with

residual gas. But, one miss intensive sputtering of target with ion beam, since at ion energy

-300eV each ion knocks -1 particle out of a target. Thus, when Knel >1, there are two, not one,
sources of particles in a chamber: a thruster and a target. Particles, moving into thruster channel
from a chamber, may "poison" work surface of a thruster. It becomes especially evident for us

during investigations of SPT-Aton (Mrl) in which the ion bombardment of channel walls and

hence, the cleaning of working surface with accelerating ion beam are sufficiently reduced [1].
So, it is required, in ideal, to have non-sputtering target. The best targets may be gas

targets, but then Kn=X/L must be be <<1. (L is the length of a channel) But, at the same time, the
gas pressure near the outlet must be sufficiently low, due to its influence on thruster operation.
Simulation fulfillment of these two conditions requires highly detailed analysis, partially it is
elucidated in this report.

The hit of sufficiently fast particles (not only from SPT directly) on chamber walls,
covered with friable layers of particles from a sputtered target plays the important role. Such layers

are easily sputtered and appear in CDS. The features of pumping system, which determine specific
composition of vacuum and coating of chamber walls may also influence greatly on the thruster

Sprocesses.

)° Evidently, this suggestion is right for any EPT in vacuum chamber By the way, we speak below only about SPT
"Aton". though much is right for other SPT.
* Moscow institute of Radio Engineering, Electronics and Automation. Moscow. Russia
** Russia Scientific Center - Kurchatov Institute. Moscow, Russia
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The entering of particles in thruster channel (TC) from vacuum chamber (VC) leads to a
great number of consequences. We note the main:

1. Neutral atoms, entering TC. are ionized with drifting electrons, and the discharge current
increases at least at:

81 d = eN. (2)

where N. is number of particles, entering the channel during the time unit and becoming ionized

there (it is insufficient for 6 1d , where ionization occurred). Simultaneously, thrust may increase at:

- 2e0.
6F = MN e(3)

V M

Here M is mean mass of flying-in particles, 0* - characteristic potential of the point of

their ionization. Of cause, estimations (2), (3) are valid, if fly-in particles into the channel does not
reconstruct E-field in the channel However, generally speaking it is not so (see II).

2. Fly-in of neutral atoms with subsequent their ionization may lead either to increase or to

decrease the efficiency rI . The decrease takes place when:

0, 1
- < - (4)
Uion 4

where Uion - characteristic potential of zone, in which the main number of particles N o, entering

from the anode, become ionized. Really, taking into account (2), (3) and supposing, that for all
particles P* and Ui, are constant, we have:

(1+ eO) 2  3
TI = rio (5)

(1+0)

N 2 *
Here 0 = , E = -- , o is the efficiency, when Ni =0. Setting <<1, we find that:

Noi U ion

T = - o T- 00o(2 E -1) (6)

Equation (4) follows directly from (6). For arbitrary 0 the critical value cr, at which 86r=0 is:

Ecr + (4a)
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3. Near-wall conductivity NMC plays fundamental role in electron transfer across magnetic

field [2.3 . But it is effective only if the value of E* at which coefficient of secondary electron

emission o(E*)=l is of order of the mean electron in the channel. For typical dielectncs E*-20-1 40eV and the mean electron energy in TC is of the same order. But for metals, the value o(E) =1

either is always not achieved, or it exists when *- 150-200eV [4]. One may see from this. that the

dust covering with metal from targets may disrupt NWC absolutely, and it is sufficient to coat the

insulator with several numbers of atomic metal layers. The NWC disruption due to dust covering
leads to reconstruction of the discharge. The level of oscillations increases greatly, and ionization

zone displaced to the outlet [5]. As a result, the ionization becomes worse, the energy spread of

particles increases, electron temperature also increases, and reconstruction of the outlet let shape

appears (the jet becomes spoke-shaped). The mentioned phenomena confirms experimentally once

more, that the discharge in SPT is surface-dominant, that is, the surface processes play the most

essential role.

Experiments in MIREA showed, that the appearance of non-conducting films on the anode

(either due to re-spraying of insulator erosion products, or due to chemical reactions between the

components of the flow, which flyes-in TC from VC) may influence strongly SPT parameters.

The appearance of black and yellow films on the inner TC surface is well known. They may also

influence thruster operation.

4. When one use cryogenic pumping, one usually observe relatively high partial pressure of

hydrogen. When enters the channel, in the bulk of insulator, this leads to the worsening of insulator

properties (for example, the metallic films may appear on its surface). Direct experiments in

MIREA showed, that slight (4% volumetric) dope of hydrogen to Xe disrupts the regime [6].

The list, mentioned here, represents only some evident features of VC-TC. The universe of

processes in this system is very multiform, it requires great investigations. But the efforts will be

wittingly recompensed with as physically, as practically important results.

It must be noted that the influence of conditions in VC on SPT operation was discovered

as long ago, as in sixteenth in Kurchatov Institute. However, systematic investigations of VC-TC

system were not carried out right up to the last time. One of the first works, devoted to this

problem is [7], in which influence ofXe atom flying-in from VC to TC on the thruster parameters

was considered. However, the effect of self-screening of the channel with plasma flow from SPT

was not taken into account, and it was supposed, that the entering neutrals are ionized at potential

0D*=Uion , mentioned above. Also, the role of negative ions, which are produced during

ionization of target material, are also out of sight.

Our systematical investigations of VC-TC problem began in October 1993, they became3 especially intensive in April 1994. We outline there results from all obtained:

a) Estimation of TC autoscreening from Xeo flight-in and experimental determination of

the influence of pressure charge on discharge current, efficiency and thrust.

b) Clarifying the role of negative ions in TG- dust-covering with particles from a target.

which appear during its bombardment [8].
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c) Influence of Xe t o0 pressure in VC on SPT-Aton parameters.

I. INFLUENCE OF XE (' PRESSURE IN VC ON SPT-ATON PARAMETERS

1. We were interested, at the first stage of this investigation, in the influence of pressure in
VG on integral parameters of SPT-Aton. The clarifying of CDS features was not set. Experiments
were carried out in MIREA (MI and MII stands), Kurchatov Institute (E-l stand) and EDB
"Fakel". In addition, SEP (Villaroche) collaborators gave us politely their results. Parameters of
stands are given in table:

STANDS CHAMBER CHAMBER WORK METHOD OF I
DIAM. LENGTH. PRESSURE PUMPING

m m |

MIREA MI 0,8 2,1 3 10" Torr oil pumping BM-5
MIREA MU 0,6x0,6 3,8 3 10'4 Torr oil pumping BM-5
K.I. E-I 1 6 7 105 Torr oil pumping IMOC
FAKEL 1,8 2 1 104 Torr oil pumping BM-5
SEP 1,5 2,5 2 10 5 Tor cryo

Direct experiments on determination the influence of pressure on SPT integral parameters

consist, evidently, in measurements of discharge current la and thrust F at various pressure on
various stands. The obtained results are represented in fig. 1. It is convenient to describe them with I
aid of so-called Xk-factors, which show, how K-factor changes with change of pressure 8p:

K I
k k =

As it may be seen from Fig. 1, Xj for MIREA and Fakel stands is:

A I
j, ; 0.13

10- Torr

Here pressure was measured with ionization manometer "in respect to air". It will be 3

times less for Xe. SEP data for Xj is twice as greater, but it is difficult to explain this difference

now. In addition, the dependence Id (p) is different for various stands, and, so, the problem needs I
more detailed investigation. But the scale of ,j is sufficiently clear.

The parameter XF "behaves" itself less regularly. If we know Xj and F, we may obtain

I
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X1 
2 kF "J

n F J

If we substitute Fakel data for p=10 4 Torr, F=5 gr, I=2,8 A, we obtain:

I = 0.1 < 0

And for SEP data,

L 0.02 =_ 0

These estimations show, that it is impossible to associate the high efficiency, obtained in
MIREA, with relatively high pressure on MI and MII stands. It was confirmed during direct

experiments on E-l stand, where rl = 68% was obtained (see below).
2. Low increase of thrust and high increase of discharge current, when pressure increases

show directly (see [4]), that the ionization of flying-in neutral atoms)* take place near the thruster

outlet This conclusion is confirmed with calculation of neutral mean free path in the flow and near

the outlet. Fig.2 shows distributions ne and Te in the jet from SPT Aton, which were obtained in

[9]. Now, let us use [10] for ionization cross-section:

2 10-16 cm Te = 20 eV
*ion 1 0.16

4,7 10- 16 cm2  Te = 40 eV

and charge exchange cross-section:

Gch.ex =4 10 15 cm 2

for ions with energy -300eV and moveless atoms. Consequently, the mean ionization free path of
neutral, which are far from the outlet:

Vo
ion = Icm

n e < (V >

and charge-exchange free path:
Vo

kch.ex. =- 2cm
nioV i

)* Positive ions of secondary plasma, appearing in VC. simply cannot enter the channel due to E-field
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Here ni = he and V, is taken for energy Ei=300eV, Vo is the velocity of "cold" neutral and is

taken equal 2 10-4 cm/s.
One may see from these estimations, that neutrals, which are moving along the jet.

practically can not enter the channel, since they are ionized rapidly and are thrown out aside due

to the positive potential of the jet. In reality, the flying-in may take place "from one side", just

near the outlet. This is the reason, why we do not see essential increase of thrust and efficiency

when the pressure increases. Obvious calculation of neutral dynamics, which fly-in the jet and

become ionized there, is given in the report [11].

II. FLIGHT-INTO THE CHANNEL OF PRODUCTS OF TARGET SPUTTERING

Experiment shows, that the inners of SPT channel are usually covered with dark deposit,

and, as a rule, the dust covering of the inners is stronger, than the dust covering of adjacent walls

of vacuum chamber. It was the impression, that sputtered particles are "sucked" into the channel.

In order to check this supposition, special experiments on M-I MIREA stand were stated with SPT

and targets, made of various materials. The typical distance between SPT and target was -0,5 m,

and, during the first 20-40 min., the fall of parameters was usually observed (Fig.3).
Measurements of the conductivity of the inner walls of channel with aid of a tester showed,

that after -1 hour of operation the narrow conducting bend of sputtering metal appears on the rear

wall of buffer volume. The presence of this bend means, that there is well focused flow of metallic

ions, which moves from VC into TC. Just the same bend appears near the anode (Fig.4). Then we

supposed, that the flow of negative ions, which are produced on the target surface (or in vacuum),
moves into the channel from VC. Such flow moves to SPT outlet, since the potential of jet is

positive, and farther into the channel, where part of ions are distracted in discharge. So, two
conducting zone appear.

For the final confirmation of this supposition, the zinc target was made, zinc does not
produce negative ions [12]. This target was placed at -1 m from the thruster on M-I stand. While
VC walls were covered with Zn deposit, SPT inners remained practically clean. It was also shown,
since SPT parameters remained uncharged during time mentioned above, whereas if we used
targets, made of other metals, they became worse. The same results were obtained on E-1 stand,
where with Zn target, the efficiency was 68%. Worsening of SPT parameters was also not
observed, if we used target, plated with electrolytic manganese, which just as Zn, does not
produced negative ions)*. Then it becomes obvious, that the dust covering and appearance of
films on work surface of model is the result of negative ions flight into the channel, these ions are

generated owing to the interaction of plasma jet with a chamber and a target.
Obviously, the simplest method of struggle with negative ions is the plating of chamber

walls and target with material, which does not produce negative ions (Zn, Mn, etc.). One may

offer other methods. The main idea is to create potential trap on the path of negative ions. For

example we may represent the results of experiments with use of tangential plate, having positive

potential (see Fig.5).
Other method of struggle with negative ions may be the use of positive column of glow

discharge. The chart of this experiment is given in Fig. 6. Experiment showed, that the use of traps

when there is negative ions flow, leads to the increase of the efficiency from 63% to 68%. The

presence of hydrogen impurity in vacuum was investigated in [6]. It was showed, that it led to the

)* Generation of ions during bombardment of targets with fast ions is well known (see [14,15])
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increase of oscillations (fig.7) and, consequently, to the decrease of thruster parameters. We paid

especial attention on the hydrogen impurity since it is badly pumped out with cryogenic pumps.
Authors thank their colleagues, who carried out experiments and calculations. described

above, also SEP collaborators for the discussion of represented results.

CONCLUSIONS

The variety of processes, which appear during interaction of the system SPT-VC is very

great, so we could investigate only some of them. It must be note among them:

a) screening role of the jet, when the neutral atoms and positive ions flow fly into SPT-

channel;
b) great influence of insulator dust covering on SPT-Aton operation;
c) great role of negative ions in dust covering of VC walls;

d) advantages of gas targets;
e) creation of methods of suppression of negative ion flow into the channel
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